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The Last Child . Prod. Aaron Spelling; dir. John
Llewellyn Moxey. With Michael Cole, Janet
Margolin, Van Heflin, Harry Guardino, and
Edward Asner. Aaron Spelling Productions,
1971.

The police state in American film and television
The latter half of the twentieth century saw at least three movies depicting a police state in
America. Shadow on the Land (1968) came first. Arguably The Handmaid’s Tale (1990, with
Natasha Richardson in the title role, is more famous today. (Audiences almost forgot it at its
original release.) But between them came a movie that the present crisis makes more
relevant than ever.

Spoiler alert

Warning: this article obviously “spoils” the narrative. CNAV writes this knowing that Aaron
Spelling Productions never issued this title for home viewing. One may view the title here, at least
until Spelling Productions files a DMCA demand that YouTube take it down. CNAV apologizes for
the low resolution.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/zEoq0XL9HOo

The set-up for the police state
The Last Child  (1971) has an interesting premise. It exploits the anxiety that Paul Ehrlich
stirred up with his Population Bomb (1968). So in The Last Child , the United States has
enacted two laws that one would think the Supreme Court would have struck down as
violative of the Constitution:

1. No woman may bear more than one child. Upon the birth of that one child, the
medical establishment cuts out her womb.

2. No person, having attained the age of sixty-five, may receive medical care beyond pain
relief and such.

The ostensible reason for this is that too many people inhabit the Earth. So the United
States, at least, has a Department of Population Control, with its own Enforcement Division.
In short, America is a police state, and the Population Police is the most powerful law-
enforcement agency. Every other police agency willingly enforces the dictates of the
Population Police.

Flight from the police state
So a young couple, having already lost one child and somehow avoided the mandatory
hysterectomy, conceive another. The movie follows:

1. The arrest and detention of the young wife,
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2. Her release after her husband appeals to her brother the government functionary for
help,

3. Their falling in with an old lion retired from the U.S. Senate,
4. A modern-day Javert who pursues the couple without mercy,
5. The efforts of the Senator to send them across the U.S.-Canadian border, and finally
6. Their eventual escape across the border and the death of “Javert.”

A false-flag pseudo-operation?
The Last Child  suffers from one key flaw. Or does it? It does not render the overpopulation
problem effectively. Would Aaron Spelling have made such a mistake? Or did he actually
intend to show that no emergency existed, and a police state established itself with nothing
more than hype? Your editor, along with three contributors to this site, have asked that
question.

Quarantine – or general strike? An open letter to Congress

After Four Years of Democrat Treachery, I Smell a Coronavirus Rat

Not Everyone in Government is Going Along With this Nazi-Like or Soviet-Style
Propaganda – Good Government is Resisting!

A Journal of the Plague Year – Are the Numbers Bogus?

Protesters in Michigan, Ohio, North Carolina, Kentucky, New Jersey, and Virginia are asking it
now.

The police state does not enjoy universal support
Easy Plugin for AdSense by Unreal
Spelling does show in his movie that the police state does not enjoy universal support. That
the Senator can send the couple to Canada means the Canadians did not respond so
drastically to the population problem (if it exists). More than that, the Senator retains
enough influence to escort them to his home and shelter them there. Even “Javert” cannot
budge the Senator, and even has a problem getting a search warrant! And the pregnant
woman’s brother finds the courage to defy the government at last.

Moreover, the one-baby-only policy provokes controversy. But not every editor has tne
courage to buck whatever experts suggested such a policy.

A missing element
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The one item Spelling did not include, was any illustration of hypocrisy in the population-
controlling police state. One can only wonder whether this kind of display, or its equivalent
showing a privileged large family,

We all have found our ways to keep our spirits up during these trying times. Mine just
happens to fill up my freezer. #LateLateShow pic.twitter.com/dqA32d5lU1

— Nancy Pelosi (@SpeakerPelosi) April 14, 2020

would in the population-control context have caused the people to get ropes, light torches,
and march on Washington! But then this story need never play out, and Aaron Spelling
would have had a radically different project.

Warning! Do not consent to a police state
Still, The Last Child  stands as a warning. A police state can take hold even in America.
Arguably it already has today. But the real-life authorities forgot the real point Aaron
Spelling made. Even a police state survives and thrives only through the voluntary consent of the
governed. Thomas Jefferson famously made that point. He and others led the American
people to withdraw their consent to King George’s police state. Aaron Spelling, whether he
meant to or not, encouraged Americans never to consent to a police state, for any reason.

…nor think it couldn’t happen here

Let no American think Paul Ehrlich’s mistaken thesis cannot excuse a police state today. John
Holdren, coauthor of Ehrlich’s most famous work, suggested poisoning the water so that
women couldn’t bear children. (He lamented only that he couldn’t identify a suitable drug.)
Bill Gates is on record as saying vaccinations are the best way to depopulate the planet by
force. And he says we must “kill” 350,000 human beings per day to prevent irreversible
climate change. This goes beyond the police state in Aaron Spelling’s almost forgotten
project.

Summary
Jonathan Swift, H. G. Wells, and Rod Serling all famously recognized science fiction as a
means of social commentary. Did Aaron Spelling recognize just how valuable his social
commentary would become? Sadly, we cannot ask him; he died fourteen years ago. But The
Last Child could be the best part of his entire legacy to the American viewing public. If
America can now withdraw its consent to the police state that now silently prevails, projects
like The Last Child  might be one reason.

About the image
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“File:2018 Oslo Freedom Forum at Taiwan (5525).jpg”  by CY, Meng is licensed under CC BY-

SA 4.0
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